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I. 3KESOU0C2IOS 

In order to ascertain exactly what role the island arcs play 

in fundamental geologic processes, it is desirable to determine the sub¬ 

surface structure of these island arcs and their associated topographic 

features, pie deep sea refraction techniques, 'which had been used 

successfully in obtaining information on the basement and crustal 

structure and velocities under the ocean basins and in the vicinity of 

oceanic islands, -were used in this investigation* Between 1949 and 1955 

there were three crustal seismic Investigations over island arc structures! 

a single profile by J.B. Hersey in 1949 in the Puerto Rico trench and a 

series of eight profiles in 1951 across the Eastern Caribbean, interpreted 

by 0-.A* Sutton, both sets reported in Suing and Rorzel (1954) and Suing 

and Heezen (1955)j and a series of three profiles by Raitt et al (1955) 

across the fcnga Island are* 

In the spring of 1955, an extensive seismic investigation of 

the Caribbean Island Arc Area was conducted by Officer et al (1956) * 

during a cruise of the research vessels Atlantis and Caryn of the 

Roods Hole Oceanographic Institution. m all, 4f seismic-refraction 

profiles were taken in an area including the interior Venezuelan basin, 

island arc of the lesser Antilles and Puerto Rico, Puerto Rico trench, 

Barbados ridge and the Atlantic basin* 

In the summer of 1956, the 1955 investigation in this area was 

continued by Officer et al on a cruise of the research vessels Atlantis 

and Bear of the Roods Hole Oceanographic Institution. Ihe purpose of 

this cruise was to obtain better control on the 1955 data ana cover the 

area more thoroughly. This investigation consisted of 30 seismic refraction 

profiles in the same general area as the 1955 cruise. Besides equipment 
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for refraction work, "both cruises had facilities for sedimentary reflection 

study* 

ffliis paper presents fir© deep sea refraction profiles frcsa the 

1956 cruise in the study of the submerged structure of Idle Island Arc and 

French. tEhese are profiles numbers 1, 3, 5* 18 and 29* fhese profiles 

along with profiles numbers 2, k, 6, 17 and 20, interpreted in Part 1 by 

3>.E, Hiller, are located in an area containing the Atlantic Basin approach 

to the Puerto Bico french, the eastern extension of the Puerto Rico french 

and the southern slope of this extension. (See figure 1 for profile 

locations,) 



II* EROFUE TECHNIQUE AND EQUIBSEHT 

la making the deep sea refraction profiles the two ship reversed 

station method “was used* In this method both ships are equipped to shoot 

and record. On the first half of the profile, one ship heaves to and 

records sound waves generated by explosives dropped by the second or 

shooting ship, and detonated at a depth below the surface as it proceeds 

along the profile. The shooting ship continues along the profile, dropping 

explosives at intervals, until the end of the profile is reached* The 

shooting ship then heaves to and prepares to listen or record. On the 

reversed half, the ship that was listening on the first half gets under¬ 

way and shoots up to the ship that Is now listening on the other end of 

the profile. 

The technique and equipment for shooting ms similar on both 

ships. The shooting ships kept a continuous record of the bottom 

topography over which it vent by means of an Edo Corporation echo sounder 

which ms fed into a Woods Hole Oceanographic Institution helical depth 

recorder. The depth recorder ms equipped with phasing switches which 

enabled it to record the incoming echo without interference from a later 

transmitted pulse* The recorder gave a visual record of depth versus 

time. 

The shots or explosives ranged in size from 3 pound blooks of 

TNT to 300 pound Navy depth charges. The explosives were fired with 

a safety fuse ranging in length from 12 inches for small shots to 72 

inches for the 300 pound depth charges. The shooting time interval ranged 

from 3 minutes to 40 minutes. The small charges and short time intervals 

were used then shooting close to the listening ship. 
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The usual procedure used in waking, a ehot went as follow, 

The mooting ship when a sMitor desired# Would giveths ijatentng ship 

a cm-minute warning by'radio. ■ '' The warning alw' ebfctainad'a short 

dsflcriptioa of tha shot sise and fuse length*' At appwsKiiaately thetlme 

for shooting, -the fuse ;ms' lit' and- the chargo \as thrown ow thS Side* 

*&te echo pulse .transmitt©* of the' Ido was turned off while the ©oho pulse 

fecsiw was left;operating* Thelisteniag ship was given m "Oms the 

8ideM 'taming by radio. 'She radio transmitter was then switched' into 

parallel with the depth recorder* The taste interval) between the 

tic© vfcen i&e- edict 'Sid thrown over. the side of the Ship until the sound 

of theeaplosicn reached the shooting ship was obtained by a stop sat Oh. 

33ie sound energy from the explosion traveling through the sate* 

to the sheeting ship was pished up by tie activated sound head of the 3&o 

coho sounds* receive* and was eismitaneously transmitted by radio to the 

listening ship , and recorded on the depth recorder and the shooting ships 

shot record, She shot record) which is connected in parallel with the 

depth recorder , is a &&vonos»ter excited stylus which tsahes a record 

of the sound energy on a moving roll of paper. Standard tine intervals 

of one second ids recorded conthauouely on the shot record paper by naans 

of a second stylus . 

dH Sound energy arrivals tern the ©apiosioa, including the 

various "bottom to surface reflections, sere recorded on the shot record 

end traneaitted to the listening ship. These meogodaSble arrivals, 

receded on the shot record , were useful in detemlniag ^to Shot instant 

tine , which is the expression used to denote the tine of arrival of the 

direct sound energy from the explosion to the Shooting ship, whan the 
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listening ship missed the first part of the shot radio transmission from 

the shooting ship* The time interval on the shot record "between shot 

Instant and the first "bottom reflection was used to determine the depth 

of water under the shooting ship when the depth was not recorded on the 

depth recorder due to weakness of the Edo echo or interference with noise. 

The only difference in shooting equipment on the two ships was 

that on the B*V. Bear the shots were recorded on a Sanborn hot wire stylus 

recorder, and on the B.V. Atlantis the shots were recorded on an Ink stylus 

recorder. The radio transmitters were medium range, frequency modulated 

short wave transmitters. 

The equipment set up for listening an the two ships was slightly 

different. Before describing the individual ship arrangements, an over 

all description of the listening technique is given* 

In order to discriminate against noise, each listening ship 

recorded the output of two independent hydrophomes. One at the forward 

end of the ship and Hie other near the stem. The hydrophones are 

listening devices which transform the arriving sound pressure waves in 

the water into an electric potential. The hydrophones were connected "by 

cables to amplifiers aboard the listening ship, whose outputs were 

recorded "by a photogmphic galvancaaeter recording oscillograph* 

Bloats were attached to the hydrophones and their cables so 

that their over all buoyancy was Blightly negative. After each shot was 

received by the listening ship, the hydrophones were raised by hand to 

just below the surface. At a predetermined time shortly before the 

sound waves reach the listening ship, the hydrophones cables were slacked 

or played out so that the hydrophones and cables due to their slightly 
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negative ‘buoyancy behaved like a free falling body when the sound waves 

reached the listening ship. This isolated the hydrophones from, any noise 

whloh was generated by ship movement, or mechanical vibrations aboard the 

ship, and eliminated noise, which would have resulted from vibrations In 

the hydrophone cables if they lad been under tension between the hydrophone 

and the ship* Using this technique there was still a time delay at the 

beginning of each cable slack before the hydrophones quieted down. This 

delay was dependent upon the condition of the sea and the individual 

slacking of the cable, therefore on each profile before any shots were 

fired, the hydrophones were tested to determine the delay time, so that 

the cables could be slacked at the right time for minimum noise * 

When the one-minute warning was received by the listening ship, 

the listening equipment was energized and the men at the cables were 

notified. At the time, determined by the hydrophone noise delay time, 

the hydrophone cables were slacked* Shortly after receiving "Over the 

side," the paper drive of the oscillograph recorder was started. After 

the sound energy from, each shot had reached the listening ship, the 

listening equipment was turned off, and the hydrophones raised to the 

surface. The Edo echo sounder and helical depth recorder were then 

energized just long enough for a depth reading under the listening ship. 

The seismic records were then developed and read between shots so that 

a rough travel time plot could be kept. Frcm the rough travel time plot, 

the size and time interval for the next shots could be estimated and 

relayed to the shooting ship* Since the ships motors and generator 

created noise on the oscillograph galvoncmeters, the entire listening 

leg of the profile was obtained under "silent ship" conditions. In other 



words, all unnecessary motors and generator, including tits ship’s engines 

war© stopped, and the electrical poorer for the listening ship was taken 

from the ship’s batteries* 

Brush Development Company typ© AX-58 hydrophones uere used on 

both ships. Bach hydrophone consisted of two Bochelle Salt piezoelectric 

crystals connected in series and immersed in castor oil for proper 

Impedance matching to the water* She electrical output of the crystals 

was matched to cable impedance by means of a cathode follower preamplifier. 

She cables were about 350 feet long and were covered with rubber instillations i 

On the B*V. Atlantis each hydrophone cable was connected into a 

•three-channel amplifier and analyzer, similar to the type designed and 

described by Sutton (1952). Bach amplifier analyzer consisted of -three 

separate units* to units had a frequency range built in their circuits. 

She first unit was a low pass amplifier with a frequency range of 3*5 to 

135 cycles per second. She seoond unit was an "all pass” amplifier with 

a range of 30 to 250 ops* She third unit was a high pass amplifier with 

820 to 14,000 ops range. Each amplifier unit had two outputs, high and 

low gain, which were 180° out of phase with each other* fhe outputs were 

connected to the galvanometers of a Century Geophysical Corporation 

photographic recording oscillograph. 

fhe shot instant, which was radio transmitted by the shooting 

ship to the listening ship, and standard, time intervals of one second 

are recorded on the seismic record by means of two additional galvonometers 

in the oscillograph * fhe one second intervale were Interpolated by means 

of timing lines photographically produced by a rotating, constant speed, 

slitted drum in the oscillograph, tore were approximately 100 lines 



The chronometer impressed a voltage of short duration every second on the 

standard time trace* Once every 60 seconds the voltage was not impressed 

on the galyoncmeter. Shis missing second on the time trace vas called 

the "ship" second and -was used for time correlations "between the ships. 

During the shooting and receiving phase, navigational fixes, 

Doth celestial and loran , vere tafcen as often as possible* 



Ill AHA1YSIS OF DATA. 

A. General Theory 

This section contains the derivation of the refraction formulas 

used la the solution of the multiple sloping, constant velocity, seismic 

layer problem. First, consider four layers of different constant veloci¬ 

ties, bounded by planes, Figure 2. The possible refraction paths along 

the layer interfaces between too points A and B on the uppermost surface 

have been Indicated in the figure* The velocity relations are as follows; 

^ 
Each angle represents the angle of a given interface with respect to 

the one above it, and the angles or, p , and <r are defined by Figure 2. 

Let /£/« be the perpendicular distance from A to the interface between 

layers / and z | /iXA that from the foot of d/<i to the ^ , 3 Interface. 

Any plane wave traveling In a layer with velocity V , and 

incident upon the surface of the layer at an angle P with the surface 

normal, will trace a wave shape on that surface whose velocity along the 

Burface lB ■ ttlB TCl00lty lB °aUea 1316 *“0 TOloolty- (SeB 

Figure 3). Using Snell’s law to determine the ratio of the sines of the 

incident and refraction angles at the velocity discontinuities, and the 

definition of the trace velocities, at points B and A 

respectively, for a particular wave path that has been refracted along 

a layer /7? interface, the following formulas are obtained. 

^ - 
_i£  

y'i— — ^/jz 

Vk 

l^3CL » J^L. 
<&/3~ ^/a) 

Vsb — t/L 
*2*TZ(P/^

C
°^ 
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-tL, — ^ 

*Qt&) /O^h (?z3 ^^73) 

J4 rr si2,272> ^%3 

V& 

Vja = _k£ 

//4147Z 
o vjb 

O) 

l//^ -. <*2471 ^/4 - __   

/£ <*247b ^3^) <*2472 

J/L = 

^ <4Z4r? (?34 ^34) y(2/W ^ ^3^ 

Yi_ _, y<2S7l £#4 

* 

From the above formulas, It la evident that all the angles in 

Figure 2 will remain constant if , the distance between A ana B Is 

changed, or if B is moved relative to A and vice versa, Bow let point B 

be moved a short distance toward A, 'Which is kept stationary for the tin© 

being, place the wave refracted from the' interface along which it traveled 

is a plane wave arriving at point B, one can consider the difference in 

time for the wave to travel to the new point, B* , along a wave path 

parallel to the original wave path to B from A, as the difference in time 
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FIGURE 2. REFRACTION WAVE PATHS 
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b. WAVE NORMAL OR WAVE PATH 

FIGURE 3. TRACE VELOCITY 
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that is required for the original plane wave front to travel from B to B*« 

The ratio of the change in distance # to the change in ■wave 

travel time is identical to the trace velocity as long as A, is stationary. 

{See Figure 3) • Since the angles in Figure 2 remain constant with a change 

in % , the trace velocity is therefore constant for any change in ^ , 

and the ratio of the change in distance to the change ih travel-tin©, which 

is called the apparent velocity, is constant for every distance ;*r , 

between A and B as long as A is stationary. 

If the travel time of the mve from A to By A stationary, is 

plotted against distance, it is apparent from, the above discuss ion that the 

wave travel-time for each layer, /?? , is represented byan equation of the 

formT1-7*0, where is the time-intercept at for that layer 
(faa. 

The time-intercepts do not represent actual travel-times, since the 

refracted nave ceases to exist as such, when the path along the layer 

interface on -which it traveled Is equal to zero. This happens at a 

certain value of % ,uhleh is dependent cm the layer velocities and 

their relative thicknesses and dip. For smaller values of % , the 

■wave to that layer -will no longer be refracted along the interface, but 

Exists as a reflection only . Although the time intercepts are purely 

graphical or mathematical concepts, they are useful in calculating the 

depths of layer interfaces. 

Since the time intercept is the extrapolation of the travel* 

time line from the X> there the refraction waves cease to exist to 

equal to zero, the apparent velocity must resain constant. Therefore 

the angles with the Interface normals must remain the Same as in Figure 

2* Bow the time of travel along the layer interfaces for this fictitious 
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path associated with % equal to zero represents a negative time and is 

equal to the path length along the interface divided "by the velocity of 

the lower layer at the interface. The rest of the path represents positive 

time. Figure 4 illustrates the fictitious wave paths associated with these 

intercepts. Comparing this figure with Figure 2 the following equations 

for the time intercepts are obtained, 

= Cfa - ^/k 

_ <DQ 

Upon substituting trigonometric relations obtained from Figure 2, and 

Snells Law, becomes 

Z&- — CfiiZ £/jg) 6/2 /i/s 63) 

— ^Al.  <7/ - - ■Z^/ 
Vt 17 

The trace velocities along the V> interface for the V3 refracted wave 

at ppints F and G are (Bee Figure 5), 

14-- 
  

Vsc = J4   _i£  

6?) 
and 



FIGURE 4. FICTICIOUS WAVE PATHS ASSOCIATED WITH TIME INTERCEPTS 

A 

FIGURE 5. FICTICIOUS PATHS SHIFTED AT V Vg INTERFACE 
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By using these trace velocities, the path in Figure 5, /&/?-/& may 

he shifted to ^ the time for which is known hy comparison 

with equation (3) 

Therefore 7j^ 2A2 S23 /^2 - /20/n^ptcy/s/(^~ 

T*- //7%^ /l// 

— ZlAz. “ AAztsyi^/jr^iZcit 

*" A/ /f2t ?-A, /fa e^^/s) 
(«J 

C*te<2j/l/z *-Ay {CROC'S+&&/?/&>/ 

The relation for /^_ is obtained hy the same process* 

time-intercept formulas are: 

/g, - 2. Ay*. 

The resulting 

VSZ * 2-A-StOk. G&&623 /Ay 7* A/tz. &0G/9J3)/A 

Tja. - 2ASA /l4 + A** (a*e#af + O&l/Zufyz. 

* A /CL (^2<!?iZ,0f/-4 -f CfaZy&y.f 

ed 

All of the above formulas were derived hy keeping A stationary 

and changing the position B. Not; if the arrival times are plotted versus 

distance as B moves away from A for refract ions along these four layers, 

^ ~£7r~ /■ Ay?CO 
Vs*><3- 

vith inverse slopes of Ayta. . The <^v line will he a straight line 

representing the direct Save from B to A and its inverse Blope will he the 

true velocity of the first layer. If B is then stopped, at say a distance 

E from A, and one moves A up to he B plotting arrival times versus distance 

from A to B, a graph similar to the above is obtained. This graph will 

one will obtain four straight lines of the form 
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consist of four straight lines of the form ^ ^ 

The inverse slopes of these straight lines will he equal to the apparent 

velocity of the arrival times at A, Y>?6 , which is determined from the 

angles /? instead of <* as above. The time, intercepts at B are governed 

by equation (7) with a substitution of /?/bj for sfis*. 

At the distance R, the wave paths from A to B are the same as from B to A, 

and therefore -the arrival times at distance R for both graphs are equal. 

Figure 6 shows the characteristic travel-time graph, which is 

composed of the two graphs for stationary points A and B superimposed 

at distance R, which is called the reverse distance. The data which are 

taken from this travel-time graph are: (l) the time intercepts ^ 

^<5, ^ (2) the apparent velocities ^; VAcXj 

From this data and equations (l) and (7), one can determine the true 

velocities of the four layers, the relative angles between layers, and 

the layer thicknesses at the stationary points, A and B, for the first 

three layers. The theory can be easily extended to more layers by using 

the same analysis* 

B. Application to Deep Sea Refraction Profiles 

In order to apply the general theory to the sedimentary and 

crustal layers below the ocean, we must make four assumptions: 

(1) Each seismic layer is a constant velocity layer bounded 

top and bottom by planes. 

(2) At the interface between two seismic layers the path of 

the seismic waves obeys Snell's law of Refraction. 

(3) The waves generated by a refracted wave traveling along an 
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interface are in phases so that they form a plane -wave leaving the 

interface at an angle with the interface normal equal to the angle of 

incidence of the initial wave, which was refracted along the interface. 

(k) Any travel time will he unchanged if the shot point and 

the recording point are interchanged. 

Deviations of the actual from the assumed conditions will he 

indicated by differences between the observed travel time data and a 

straight line drawn through these times. 

The relative angles between interfaces which are ccaaputed give 

the apparent dip of the layers along the profiles. 

In figure 6 the first refraction arrivals observed on the 

seismic records are represented by heavy lines. Since the reception 

of the seismic energy for each refracted wave is generally extended, 

second arrivals behind the first arrival may be hidden in the first 

arrival sequence. At greater distances though second arrivals may be 

more apparent. Thus it is sometimes possible to fill in the rest of 

the graph by use of later arrivals in order to get a better determination 

of the refraction lines. ¥hen the lines are determined by first arrivals 

only, the line trill represent the ray path along only a small part of the 

interface. This section of the interface does not coincide with the 

section indicated by the reversed profile. If the interface deviates from 

a plane and the sections observed on the graph are not ooplanar, the 

extrapolated lines for a given layer will not reverse (i.e. same arrival 

time at the reverse ends of profile), But if the deviation is small, 

the calculation of thicknesses will give an average regional angle for 

Idle interface, since the thickness or time intercept equation (7) is 
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fairly insensitive to the changes in interface angles and most interface 
* 

angles encountered are usually small by the correct choice of direction 

of profile, 

The general theory assumes that the layer velocities increase 

with depth, since by Snell’s law it is not possible for a wave to be 

refracted along a layer interface if the lower layer at the Interface has 

a smaller velocity than the layer above?it# Therefore a loir velocity 

layer between two higher velocity layers will not be indicated on the travel 

time graph, but will add to the calculatedthicknsss of the seismic layer 

above it. There is another situation in which a layer might be missed. 

This is what is known as a masked layer. It is represented by a thin 

layer bounded on top by a thick low velocity layer of large velocity 

contrast and on the bottom by a higher velocity layer. In this situation, 

it is apparent (See figure 7) that the arrival time line for this layer 

will be a first arrival for only a short interval of distance and could 

be very easily overlooked. This is another inherent difficulty in being 

able to determine the arrival lines by first arrivals only. 

In order to plot a travel time graph, besides knowing the arrival 

times, one must determine the distance between the shot point and the 

recording or listening point. At sea, this is done primarily by the 

measurement of the direct travel time of sound in sea water. The velocity 

structure of the sea is such that at the sea surface, there is a constant 

velocity layer of about 200 feet thiok followed by a decrease in sound 

velocity with depth until a certain depth at whioh the velocity starts 

increasing. The constant velocity layer acts as a sound channel and its 

velocity is primarily dependent on the water temperature. By use of a 



FIGURE 7* TRAVEL TIME GRAPH SHOWING MASKED ARRIVAL 
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bathythermograph, the thioloaeas and velocity of this layer is determined 

and -with the direct wave travel time the distance ■between the shot and 

receiver can he calculated. 

She direct wave travel time for each shot is also plotted against 

the time of day that the shot ms thrown over the side to give a navigation 

plot. This subsidiary plot trill he a strait line for constant ship 

speed and course, This plot is valuable for determining the speed of the 

shooting ship, necessary for the corrections described helot. 

Before plotting corrected arrival times, it is necessary to find 

the reverse point or the distance from listening station to listening 

station. The reverse distance is determined from the navigation plot and 

the time then first the shooting ship stopped to listen and the first 

listening ship started along the profile to shoot. 

The first layer in the deep sea refraction profiles is, of 

course, the ocean. She thiekness of this is determined by the depths 

Obtained from the echo sounder* 3n general, the ocean bottom is very 

irregular# The depths obtained from the shooting ship are plotted versus 

distance# 2h order to conform to general theory which requires that the 

layer interface be planes, a mean base line was drawn through the bottom 

topography, so as to closely represent the bottom trend and corrections 

were made to the arrival times, reflection and refraction, to compensate 

for the reduction of the bottom to a plane# She theory and the method 

of calculating the corrections are taken up in a later section# (See 

Eaw Bata Corrections)# As mentioned in the previous paragraph, the 

sound velocity in the ocean is not constant. But for the purpose of 

calculation in equations (l) and (7), the mean vertical velocity from 



nea.,leysl. to the base line is used for I// , This mean vertical velocity 

is defined "by the relation, 

(&) 

and Is that velocity ■which when multiplied by the vertical reflection time 

trill give the true depth of mter, fhls is used instead of the usual 

average vertical velocity "because in the refraction formula, thicknesses 

or distances are determined "by differences in time and not vice versa. 

Although the average vertical velocity is not theoretically correct for , 

use ■with raves not perpendicular to the "bottom, the usual: angle. of; 

incidence for the refracted rave in rater is usually .not large, enough to 

rarrant the -use pf a more accurate, velocity, She average vertical velocity 

is obtainsd frcm "Tables of the Telocity of Sound in Pure Water and Sea 
........ & 

Water ," published by the Hydrographic Department, Admiralty, London (1939) * 

At the critical angle there the angle of refraction ifi 908 and 

the rave travels along the layer interface, the travel tins path for the 

refracted rave, is equal to that for, the corresponding reflection. At 

greater distances the time for the refraction path is phorter than that 

for the corresponding reflection path. If the "bottom reflections are 

also plotted on the travel time graph, the reflections rail plot as a 

hyperbola vhich approaches the direct rave line aseymtotically as distance 

is increased* fhe refraction for that layer rail be tangent to the 

reflection at the critical angle and diverge from, the reflection as 

distance, is increased, The reflection from the sea bottom is easily 

detected on the records and if a refraction along the rater-bottom 
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Interface exists, It vill appear as a refraction line tangent to this 

bottom reflection line on the travel time graph* Since this refraction 

arrival was very rarely noticed on these profiles, an estimate had to he 

cade to determine the velocity of this material in order to determine its 

thickness frcm equation (7)», First, the thickness ms estimated by 

Constructing a line tangent to the t®ter reflection parallel to the Yj 

refraction lines ana this intercept ms noted. The difference between 

this constructed intercept and the fy tin© intercept was halved and 

multiplied hy h reasonable velocity for that layer, usually couposed of 

low velocity sediments, ihe depth obtained was then compared with a 

composite sediment mean vertical velocity graph which had been determined 

from, a separate investigation by $*• I&whorn, She velocity associated with 

•this depth orthickness was then multiplied hy the halfintsroept 

differences, giving a new thickness which was compared with composite 

velocity graph. By this method of successive approximation a mean vertical 

velocity was obtained that corresponded to the approximate thickness of the 

velocity graph, 2his velocity was med. in equation (7)for Tg, 

"Whenever there was good reason to believe that a layer was 

masked due to an unusually thick layer above it, a fiotitious refraction 

line for this layer was drawn on the travel time graph with an inverse 

slope eqtml to the velocity of this layer. Ihe fictitious line was 

drawn -through the points that might have been mistakenly associated with 

another line, !Ekis was done in only one of the profiles discussed in this 

paper and there was a very good reason for assuming that this interface or 

layer existed. She reason is stated'in the individual profile results, 

C. Obtaining the Baw Data from the Seismic Becords 
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figure 8 illustrates a typical seismic record taken chile 

listening on the B.Y. Atlantis and on the B.Y. Bear. She Bottom trace 

on Both records is the chronometer trace discussed in Bart H of this 

paper * Jtoe trace Jhst ahove it is shot instant trace | it records 

the instant of detonation transmitted from the shooting ship. The six 

center traces on the Bear record and the four center traces on the Atlantis 

record are the high frequency traces. On the Atlantis record the frequency 

traces from on© hydrophone are on the top half and the traces for the 

other hydrophone are on the Bottom half# On the Bear the frequency trace 

for one hydrophone alternates vith the trace for the other hydrophone* 

Sherefore, every too traces represent a single frequency range on the 

Bear for the two hydrophones* 

3?he energy from the shot explosion contains a ’side frequency 

spectrumf and the refractive arrivals are dominantly low frequency. 

She surface sound channel arrivals are dominantly high frequency, 

tfhe Bottom reflectlons cover a Broad spectrum. 

Since the direct rave travels in the surface sound channel, 

one vrpuld expect to detect the direct rave at short distances from the 

shot rath Both lor and high frequency components, At greater distances, 

the rave is composed of high frequency components only and appears as 

a high frequency spite on the high frequency trace, therefore the "35" 

or direct rave is usually read from the high frequency trace* As long 

as the sound channel exists, the direct rave can Be recognized up to 

distances of 50 miles. 

She refracted rave path lengths are extremely long and the 

go car© trio path is through great thicknesses of material. therefore 
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on© might expect the refracted wave to be composed primarily of low- 

frequency components* This arrival is found on the low frequency -traces 

with a frequency range of from about 5 to 30 cpa. 

The bottom reflection arrival is the most intense signal and 

contains a broad spectrum. It is easily detected oh all traces at ©very 

distance used in these profiles, The reflooted, refracted, and direct 

waves are indicated in figure 8. All arrival times are read at the 

beginning of each arrival. 

D. l?orr«otions to and Seductions of Baw Sata 

before the raw data taksn from the seismic records can he used 

to obtain the final values for the travel time plots, several corrections 

and reductions must be made, They include a zero time correction, a shot 

instant correction, a correction reducing all travel times to sea level, 

and a correction for irregular topography. 

The zero time correction is due to the fact that all arrival 

time information taken from the seismic records is read from the first 

chronometer tick following the shot instant* Therefore the tin® difference 

between the shot instant and the zero second tick must be added to the time 

data, This correction is made on the record* 

Biaoe the shooting ship is moving along the prof He away from 

the shot charge, which was thrown over the side of the shooting Ship, a 

Shot instant correction must be made. This correction is equal to the 

time required for tbs sound to reach thwc.detector aboard the shooting ship 

from the explosion, In order to do this it is necessary to know the depth 

of the shot and the distance that the Shooting ship has traveled from the 
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time that the shot ms thrown over the side to the time of explosion, /it 

She distance that the ship has traveled is obtained by; multiplying the 

ships speed by the time interval, dt , She time dt" , ie recorded by 

the Shooting ship for each Shot* She depth of shot is determined from 

the time of the first bubble pulse, ie, Second detonation frcaa the 

oscillation of the gas bubble* She bubble pulse is a function of charge 

size and pressure (depth)* A set of bubble pulse time versus depth graphs 

have been empirically determined for various charge sizes and types. 

Shese two distances determine the legs of a right triangle, with the 

hypotenuse being the distance from the shot to the shooting ship at the 

time of explosion, (See Figure 9)* Showing the velocity of sound in 

the water from bathythermograph observations, the shot instant correction 

can be then calculated* 

Since the shots explode at various depths due to charge Bize 

and fuse length, it is desirable to reduce the various arrival time data 

to a surface of reference* Shis surface of reference ie chosen as sea 

level* Also since the arrivals are detected by hydrophones at about 

IGO feet below the surface, a thus correction is needed to reduce that 

end of the wave path to sea level* She total correction for the first 

reflection is the time it would take an essentially plane wave front to 

travel in water from A to B plus the time from C to D (see Figure lo). 

Shis tin© is obtained by multiplying the depth of the shot plus the depth 

of the hydrophone, expressed in seconds, of vertical water travel time, 

by d&z <s> } where <9- is the angle of incidence of the reflected wave 

on the bottom. She correction for the refracted waves is ectual to the 

product of the sum of these depths and the cosine of the angle , <xr , 



FIGURE 9. SHOP INSTANT CORRECTION 

B D SEA LEVEL 

FIGURE 10. 1ST BOTTOM REFLECTION REFERENCE 

LEVEL CORRECTION 
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Whose Sine IS the ratio of the Bur face rater velocity* , to the 

velocity in the refracted layer, * (Bee Figure 11), *3310 value of the 

sine of « is based on the assumption that the layer interfaces are 

parallel, for nonparallal interfaces there would he a correction for , 

But for the interface angles usually encountered in this type of work, 

it would mean a much smaller correction to an already small reference ~ 

level correction and is therefore negligible* Since the direct rave path 

is almost parallel to sea level, the correction for it is negligible, 

The yalras for CM.& versus direct rave travel time for different 

depths and the values of cosine c* versus the ratio lC*/60 are found in 

‘Reduction of Deep Sea Refraction fata"/Technical Report Ho. 1, lament 
so 

Geological Observatory,, by O.B. Officer and P.C* WuenSchel. 

:Vr;/;As:'Stated'’e8ap3ier> in order to conform to the general: theory 

which requires that the layer interfaces are planar, a topographic : 

correction must be made in which the effects due to the irregularities 

in the bottom topography are removed from refraction and first reflection 

travel timesi. The first reflection travel time was corrected by a 

correction similar to the reference level correction. The point of 

reflection was determined on the bottem topography plots and its height 

above or below base line was obtained from the plot* The correction was 

the time it Would require an essentially plane wave front to travel frcaa 

A to B plus the tiiaafrcmB to Cy (see Figure 12), ®iis is obtained by 

multiplying the height above or below the base line, expressed in seconds 

of-Vertical rater travel time at that depth/by the cosira of <s> where^ 

is again the angle of incidence of the reflected rave on the bottom. 

The topographic correction for refracted raves is derived on 



S R 

FIGURE 11 .REFRACTION REFERENCE LEVEL CORRECTION 

FIGURE 12.1ST REFLECTION TOPOGRAPHIC CORRECTION 
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the assumption that the layer Interfaces are parallel and that the part 

of the bottom and the surface of relief that the mve passes through are 

parallel to the interfaces# {See Figure 13). The travel time for the 

undeformed case (dashed lines) is givenby 

^ i — a_- Tfa/ fa&TL X/J- ^fa 2^4^- *63 

6. 

7L?\A/s2Ae*HT, / fa/Ztouf] 
L ^ V* V* " U~J 

2he travel time in the deformed case is given hy 

T: 

tfn Vr? L 

■■r 4A ^ J 
*2 fa/fa) 

■f zYfa dC&£ _ <2A jao&xJ. fa ~&6<2C<2S' + fa /e6&
£>(?ir 

CtS £ (faf [Cy 

fa ^2*a£fa4£. 7 i-fa 
fcr- ^ 

Subtracting and making the substitution from. Snell*s lav 

/Cl^rv c^/S — 
\Cyi 

-)4 

Uf 

We have 

■ Cr 
/ _ <37* - Cl 

V, v.fa'fa u'*} 
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which, is the correction In travel tine, J7" , of a refracted arrival due 

to a height, Ah above or below the base line* The correction is positive 

for topography above the base line and negative for topography below it. 

When computing the correction It was necessary to know the point at which 

the refraction wave was incident m the bottaa. The distance of the 

Incident point from a point directly below the ship is given approximately 

byj 
5?r? 

C*//r?jA&'s //7? 

(13) 

She correotion, 4 7" , plotted versus for various values of the ratio 

is found hi "Topographic Correction (Curves," Technical Beport #3 by 

G.H. Sutton and C.B. Bentley.* Cy is known from the depth of water 

to the base line, and V*r is determined approximately from the refrac¬ 

tion line* Vj£ the velocity of the layer causing the topography was 

taken as V3 since ML in most cases consisted of unconsolidated 

sediment* 

Whenever the depth under the shooting ship was unobtainable 

from the Edo depth records, the depth was calculated from the shot 

records. This was done by reading the time Interval between tbs shot 

Instant and the first bottom reflection to the shooting ship* The shot 

instant and depth of shot correction, expressed In seconds were added 

to the time Interval and this sum was divided by two* This time 

represents the required time for the reflection to travel from the bottom, 

to the shooting ship. Using the method of successive approximations with 

depth and mean vertical velocity, a depth was obtained that corresponded 

to the mean vertical velocity for that depth. 

i 



■Tf Geophysical Results and Conclusions 

A. Individual Profile Results and Description 

©10 following is a discussion of each profile, including tils 

navigational location, the Important features, and the seismic velocity 

and thioJoaeas results. 

for the sake of comparison vith the 1955 results / the results 

of this paper are tabulated using the terminology and velocity groups used 

"by Officer et al (l956)*" She first group, A, with a range in velocity of 

from 1*6 - 2,0 ks&/sec. represent unconsolidated sediments, ©roup B, with 

a velocity range of 2*2 - 3.0 km/sec., represent more consolidated sediments 

up to llthified sedimentary rooks. Ch*oup C, from 3*2 - 4.2 km/ seo, rep¬ 

resent velocities which could he other sedimentary or volcanic rock. Group 

D are velocities which Could represent either sedimentary, igneoue or 

metamorphio rocks* Group E represents the veloolty layer which ie found 

above the major Velocity discontinuity in the ocean. 2h keeping with the 

terminology used for the continents, this layer of material is called the 

crust, Finally, Group F represents the velocity found beneath the major 

discontinuity. Shle major discontinuity is identified by Off leer et al 

(1956) as the Mohorovlcic discontinuity found beneath continents. A 

summery of the resultant seismic velocities and thicknesses is given in 

Sable r 

Refraction Profile It - Bn, 24° * 12* H, 62° -15* Rj As, 23 - 29» B, 
62 - 04* W 

Shis profile was taken in Atlantic Basin approach to the eastern 

Caribbean. She depth of water was of normal Atlantic basin depth around 

3000 fathoms, ©is bottom, topography was level except on the southern end. 
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fhetopography fpcm both ships shows an abrupt peak of about 2000 feet 

high and 10 kllcsaeters in disaster (see figure It)* Except for this peak 

the topographic corrections ter© negligible* Ufa© records were unusually 

devoid of noise so that on only one shot ms there any question as to -Hie 

tins of the refraction arrival* On the southern end three refraction 

layers were evident , but only the two higher velocity layers were 

detectable on the aartheroend. (see figure 15)* hue to this and the value 

of the apparent velocity on the southern end; it ms decided that the peak 

ms a topographic expression of a volcanic stock* Since it 'was impossible 

to exactly determine how much of the profile this stock covered, the profile 

ms calculated by assuming that the apparent velocity on the southern end 

of the profile represented the true velocity of the volcanic material* 

She layer thicknesses of the northern end were then calculated by assuming 

that the second layer was unconsolidated Sediment using the estimated 

.sediment velocity method discussed in Section HX* She layer thicknesses 

at the southern end were then calculated by assuming that the second layer 

was m&deup entirely of the volcanic material, lines the time intercept 

equation (7) for calculating thicknesses is relatively insensitive to 

velocity and wave layer angles, this is a valid method for determining 

the order of magnitude of layer thicknesses . 3Ehe determined true 

velocities from, the two calculations for the crustal velocity and for 

the velocity below the ma^or velocity discontinuity were essentially 

Identical and these velocities and thicknesses are tabulated in table 1* 

She thiqkness of the crust shows an increase of 5 *8 km to 7.11 km at the 

Southern end with a valocity of 6,87 to/seo, fhe velocity below the ma^or 

discontinuity is 8*21 km/sec* She thickness and the velocity of the crust 
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laid'' the subcrustal velocity axe higher than generally associated with 

the Atlantic Basin* 

Befraction Profile 3» 20*- 31' H, 6l - 52' Wj A«, 20*- l6‘, 1, 
“ : 44© 6i*-i8*i? 

Profile 3 was tahen on the northern flank of the typographic 

rise or ridge just north of the eastern extension of the Puerto Bico 

french* fhe profile parallelled the trend in that area* The bottom 

topography was extremely irregular especially at the northwest and of 

the profile, with a maximum variation in relief of about 3000 feet. 

(See Figure 16). She assumption that the bottom relief was an expression 

of topography in the first velocity layer measured reduced scatter to a 

minimum, fhe effects of the topographic corrections are shown in the 

detailed enlargement in Figure 17* fhe closed circles represent the 

arrival times after the topographic correction had been applied and the 

open circles represent the arrival times before the oorrection. An 

interesting side light to topographic reflection corrections is evidenced 

in this figure * Befraction arrivals that arrive at a time later than 

the first bottom reflection are usually hidden in this reflection, fhe 

first refraction arrivals in this figure are shown inside the reflection 

curve indicating that they came later than the reflection* Shis Is not 

the case though, but it appears this way in the figure since the 

reflection curve has been corrected topographically to a base line lower 

than the bottom relief, fherefore these first few refraction arrivals 

would have been hidden in the reflection if it were not for the presence 

of thiB topographic high in the bottom relief, fhe exact time of the 

refraction arrival was questionable on only two shots due to noise* 
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Three corresponding apparent velocities ■were measured cm each 

end of the profile. (See figure 17)* The thickness of the unconsolidated 

sediment was determined from the time intercept of the first high velocity 

layer and the average velocity depth relation deduced from Lawhorn’e ( si.) 

reflection investigation* The rest of the thicknesses and true velocities 

'Here determined using the standard layer calculations. The third layer 

or the layer under the sediment had a velocity of 5*70 km/sec* The 

thickness of this layer decreases from 3*01 km to I.67 km underneath the 

Southeast end of the profile* The next or deepest layer had a velocity 

of 7*11 km/sec* This layer was taken as the crust hy correlation with 

profiles 1 and 2, the latter being discussed in Bart I. The thickness 

of the crust decreased from 4*94 km to 3*31 km at the southeast end. 

The velocity below the major discontinuity was 8*44 km/sec* The depth 

below eea level to this discontinuity decreased from 13*80 km to 10*97 && 

at the southeast end. The velocities of the crust and the material under 

the major discontinuity are higher than the corresponding velocities in 

Profile 1 and normal oceanic areas. 

Befraction Profile 5* 18*- Ol* H, 60°- 19* Wj 18% 33% 
  ~—•   ** 60 - 19'W 

Profile 5 was taken near the axis of the eastern extension of 

the Puerto Blco Trench. The profile approximately paralleled the trend 

of the trench* The southeast end of the profile was slightly displaced 

over the southwest flank of the trench* The bottom topography showed 

moderate relief compared to the other profiles in this area. The southeast 

end was approximately 2000 feet higher than the northwest end. Topographic 

corrections using the lowest measured velocity were very effective in 

reducing scatter along the refraction lines* The seisalo records were 
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moderately noisy although on only one shot was the arrival time hidden 

In the noise. Three corresponding apparent velocities were measured on 

each end of the profile. (See figure 19) • The thickness of the 

unconsolidated sediments were determined by the method described 

previously. The three measured velocities and thicknesses were determined 

using the standard layer calculations. The third layer had a true velocity 

of 5,44 km/see, The thickness of this layer decreased 4,03 km to 1.03 km 

at the southeast end. The deepest layer, which was taken as the crust, 

had a true velocity of 6.98 km/see. The thickness of the crust decreased 

from 5.09 km to 4*94 km at the southeast end. The velocity below the major 

discontinuity was measured as 8,64 km/seo, The true velocity measured for 

the material below the major discontinuity here is the highest velocity 

measured in this area. 

Refraction feoflle 18* 19- 24' H, 62°- 01* Wj Ag* 18% 43* R, 62*- 
*** do 30 * 

Profile 18 was taken on the southern flank of the deepest part 

of the eastern extension of the trench. The profile ms approximately 

normal to the trench axis, The bottom topography was extremely irregular* 

The regional dip of the sea bottom was 1,63°, The south end of the 

profile was about 8000 feet higher than the north end. The maximum relief 

frcsa the assumed base line is 4000 feet, (see figure 20). The topography 

correction was applied assuming that the bottom relief expressed 

topography in the first velocity layer measured at both ends. This 

correction effectively reduced scatter on all refraction lines, (See 

figure 21), A residual deviation is seen on the Vi^ line. This probably 

repaseents buried topography in this layer, l.e. topography not reflected 
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cn the sea. bottom. ffce arrivals were frequently weak especially for the 

deeper layers# the records rare somewhat noisy; hut fortunately the noise 

and the arrivals were frequently spaced as to not coincide -with sash other. 

SEhree apparent velocities were measured on the south end ; hut only tiro rare 

measured on the north end* She velocity corresponding to the crust in this 

area wa s not measured* Since it seems a valid assumption that the crust 

does not disappear, it was than assumed that the erustwae a mashed layer 

due to an unusual thick layer above it of a much lover velocity * Shis is 

indeed the Case , and 4 normal thickness crust would appear as a mashed 

arrival* She crust layer was then Constructed for calculation purposes 

on the travel tims grajh using the measured velocity £3? that layer 

obtained from nearby profiles (see dashed line figure 21). fha first 

Measured velocity Ca the south end did net hdve a corresponding velocity 

<k the deeper northern, end* lui is interpreted as indicating a thinning 

of that layer at the north end* In addition there was a slight thiohening 

of the unconsolidated sediment above this layer toward the north. Since 

the north end was located in the bottom of the trench, it seemed logical 

that the unconsolidated sediment would be thicker there* By means of the 

usual calculations for the unconsolidated sediment end assuming a small 

thickness of the first refracticn layer beneath it at the north end, the 

thicknesses of the two layers were calculated Using equation (7). Using 

the measured velooities and tiae intercepts , aad the constructed velocity 

and intercept for the masked crustal layer, the thicknesses and the true 

velocities were calculated for the remaining layers* She apparent velocity 

for the thinned layer was measured as 3.48 km/seo* She true velocity for 

the next loser layer ms 4.62 km/eeo* Shis layer thickness increased 
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front 6.21 km to 13-37 km at the south end* She constructed layer of crustal 

velocity, 6*73 km/sec. decreased in calculated thickness frcea 3.19 tat to 

1.18 ka at the south end* She true velocity of the layer below the major 

discontinuity ms 8.30 kn/sec, The thickness for the crust and the layer 

above it cannot be taken as accurate, but the value for 'the depth to the 

major diecohtinuity Trill not change appreciably for any construction 

assumed for the masked crustal layer and can be accepted with confidence. 

IToia thia valuo on© can see that there is an appreciable amount of 

material above the discontinuity and that the discontinuity is lower at 

tie South end of the profile than at the north end which is located over 

the deepest part of the trench. 

HefTaotion Profile .291 B, 19°- 051 *> Oi - 05* Wj A.u,> 19 - 07* », 6t° - 
;<r , .. : 53,¥ 

Prof ile29 was taken ca the south flank of the Puerto Bico 

trench approximately along the 2000 fathom bottom contour- pie profile ms 

parallel to the general trend of the trench in that area* Pie bottom 

topography ms very irregular * the maximum change in relief ms about 

2500 feet* She western end of the profile ms shot on a plateau of about 

35 km in length* On the reversed leg of the prof ile the listening ship 

at the mst end drifted off the edge of the plateau with a subsequent 

drop in the sea floor of about 1500 feet, (see Figure 22). Topographic 

corrections using the first measured velocity reduced arrival scatter to 

a minimum. Pas Eeiemic records were noisy but all arrivals -were readily 

visible. Pares corresponding apparent velocities uere measured at each 

end of the profile. The first velocity measured on the mat end ms seen 

as a first arrival for only three shots, but fortunately the velocity 
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could be better determined ffm good second refraction a3a?ivale# (See 

Figure 23) * ©is thickness of the unconsolidated Bedlment layer was 

determined by the usual calculation, She layer belowtha unconsolidated 

sediment had a measured truevelocity of 4*96 Jaa/sec . The thickness of 

this layer decreased from2,64 km to I.65 km. at the west end. On this 

profile two velocities fee measured that represented .crustal velocities* 

The upper velocity ms 6.05 km/sec. The thickness for this layer 

decreased from 8.30km to 3*93 fea at the nest end. She largest velocity 

measured on this profile was7*03 km/sec. and is considered miot^l also* 

The maJor velocity discontinuity of around 8 km/sec . was not; measured • on. 

this profile* She depth to idle last velocity discontinuity decreased from 

15.40 km to 10.02 km. 

B. 0<rrrelation of geeults with 1955 and 1956 Oruise Prof HOB 
in This Area 

The results of Profiles 1, 3> 5* 18 and 29 from this paper and 

the results of Profiles 2, 4, 6, 17 and 20 interpreted by 35*1. Miller 

(1957) from the 1956 Cruise are Shorn in Tables 1 and 2 and Figures 24 

and 25, respectively* The results of profiles 42, 43, 44 , 45 , 46 and 

47 from the 1955 Cruise are sheen in Table 3* (see Figure 1 for profile 

locations). 

The Atlantic Basin in regime which have not been deformed 

shorn a uniform crustal structure. The depth to the major discontinuity 

is about 10 km below sea level* The velocity below the discontinuity is 

8.0 km/sec. with small variation. The crustal material above this 

discontinuity has an average thickness of 4 - 5 km and velocity of 6*5 

km/sec. Between the crust and the ocean is a layer of material with a 



CALCULATED LAYER VELOCITIES AND THICKNESSES 
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Figure 24. Calculated layer Velocities And Thicknesses, Bart II 



CALCULATED THICKNESSES AND DEPTHS 

Profile#2 Profile #4 Profile #6 Profile #17 Profile #20 

Figure 25* Calculated TMotosssee And Depths, Fart I 
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thickness of a kilometer or less* This layer generally has a velocity 

associated with sediments. 

profiles 1 and 2 were taken north of the eastern extension of 

the Puerto Rico Trench on a line from Bermuda. Previous profiles north 

of Profile 1 have shown little variation from the above Atlantic Baein 

structure. Both Profiles 1 and 2 show an increase in depth to the major 

discontinuity of about 2 tea. The velocity below this discontinuity in 

Profile 1 is 8.21 km/sec. which is higher than the velocity associated 

with oceaaobaains. While in Profile 2 this velocity is 7.96 km/eec, 

which is within the variation seen in ocean basins* loth profiles show 

an increase in crustal velocity to 6.87 km/sec. for Profile 1 and 

6.93 km/sec. for Profile 2 over the ocean basin crustal velocity of 

6.5 km/sec. Besides the upper loir velocity layer, which is less than 

1*5 In thickness in both profiles, Profile 2 shows an extra layer between 

the crust and the uppermost low velocity layer* This layer has a 

velocity of 5*96 ka/seo, and increases in thickness in the direction 

of the trench from 1*3 km to 1.7 km. The crust in Profile 1 shows a 

much greater thickness than Profile 2, but the combined thickness of 

the crust and the 5.96 km/seo. velocity layer of Profile 2 is approx-*' 

imately efual to the crustal thickness in Profile 1. The velocity of 

5,96 km/sec* is characteristic of either extremely lithified sedimentary 

rock, igneous, or metamorphlc rock. This suggests to the writer two 

possible explanations of the above results: (1) She two prof lies 

together represent a transition zone from the typical ocean basin 

Structure to the structure found on the northern edge of the trench 

and the 5.96 km/sec. layer waB mieeed on Profile 1, or (2) Profile 1 

represents a thickening of the crust caused by the intrusion of material 
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from, deep in the mantle and Profile 2 represents a later stage there the 

mow volatile constituents of the intruding magma have worlced their tray 

to the top of the crust and 5 .96 Ism/see* layer represents this combination 

of orustal material, igneous intrueives and the metamorphism of the deeper 

sediments hy the volatile Snia?uSiveS4 ' " 

Dhe Puerto Hico trench has a maximuia depth of ftftOO fathoms north 

of Puerto Hico. Phe axis of the trench follows the general trend of the 

island arc to the southeast with diminishing depth. She actual topographic 

relief of fhe -trench extends, 3ust "beyond the Series of profiles seen on 

Figure 1 as profiles ft, 5? 6, 7 and 17. At the top of the northern finals: 

of the extension of the trench north* of Anguilla, there is a ridge which 

extends in a general westerly direction frcau. the deepest extension of the 

trench to "beyohd the limits Of Figure 1. 

Ercfile 3 was singular in that it was located Just in the 

northern slope of this topographic high or ridge and no previous prof lies 

have been tafcsn here or on the ridge itselfto the knowledge of the writer. 

Phe southeastern end of the profile me located father on the ridge than 

the northwest end of profile. The end of the profile that is farthest on 

the ridgS shows a slight decrease in thichness for the crusthl layer and 

a larger thinning for the 5«70 hm/eec. layer ©hove the crust over the 

nbrthwest end of the profile. The velocity below' the major discontinuity 

has increased to S.ftft iaa/sec. in this profile, and the depth to this 

major discontinuity has decreased toward the ridge* Shis suggests to the 

writer that the ridge is a topographic expression of upwarp in the crust 

with perhaps thinning of the velocity layer above the crust* Ahorlzontal 

compression on the crust in the trench and island arc area as postulated 

by Off leer et al (1956) could produce the orustal upwarp observed here. 
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Profiles 4, 5, 6 and 7 are a series of prof ilestaken essentially 

parallel to the axis of the eastern extension of the trench near the 

extrema southeastern end of the 'trench.. At the time this paper was written 

Profile 7 had notbeeninterpreted. Profile 17 is normal to the axle of 

the trends' and approximately "bisects profiles 5 and $ which are located 

on the southwestern flank of the trench* Profile 4 is located about midway 

on the northwestern flank of the trench coming off the ridge. Profiles 

4, 5 and 6 show an ihcrease in depth to the major discontinuity as one 

proceeds down the flank of the trench fram the ridge and up the south* 

western flank toward the island arc to 'the 3000 fathom bottom contour v 

Profile 17 shows this increase in depth also. 5he maxim,m depth indicated 

by the prof lies in the area is SI ksa at the southwestern end of Profile 17. 

Profiles 4, 5 ana 6 Show that the crust is thicker in this trenoh area 

than is found north of the ridge, She average thlckness here is about 

6*0 km, She decrease in thickness under the southwest slope shown in 

Profile 17 cannot be taken as accurate since this crustal thickness was 

calculated from a constructed masked crustal layer* She layer above the 

crust in Profiles 4, 5, 6 and 17 shows an increase in thickness from 

2.0 km at the northwest end of Profile 4, which is the highest station 

on the northeastern flank of the trench, to 7.4 km on the southwest end 

of Profile 17 which is highest station in this vicinity on the south¬ 

western flank of the trench, fflbe layer above this Shows the Same general 

trend with the greatest thickness measured at the southwest end of Profile 

17. $3ow if a crustal downwarp was created by the ccmpression forces 

postulated by Officer et al (1956) to explain the trench, and if intense 

sedimentation and volcaaism took place from the island arc which was also 

formed by tbs compressive forces, one would expect the original trench or 
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downuarp to "be filled "by these processes fie cm the island arc side of tbs 

trench with a subsequent apparent shifting of the topographic axis of the 

trench away from the Island arc flank, and the accumulation of great 

thickness of material underneath the flank of the trench on the island arc 

side* Shis is identical to what was eelsmically measured in Profiles 4, 

5, 6 and l'f. These profiles indicate that idle axis of the crustal downwarp 

.wasi ■underneath the southwest flank of the trenchwhich is the flank of the 

trench on the island arc side and that the greatest thickness of material 

is above the axis, profiles 4> 5 and 6 also show a decrease in the depth 

to ma^or discontinuity and the thickness of the crust and thS layers above 

the crustatthe southeast end Indicating that the decrease in depth of the 

topi^raphic trsncdi in idtat direction is an expression of the structural 

trend1 of the structural downwarp, i.e., the structural downwarp is decreas¬ 

ing in that direction also. ■ ^ 
! ^ The velocity of the material below the aa^or discontinuity in 

Profiles 4-> 3"? 6 and 17 ^«as considerably higher than the 8,0 km/sec. found 

in ocean "basins, This velocityringedfrom! 8«35kia/see, toa saximaa of 

8,64 km/sec* under Profile 5whlch is located over the deepest part- of 

the topogm^ic trench* crustal velocities measured iu Profilee 4, 5, 

6, and IT , sheer an average velocity of about 6,8 km/sec. uhich is well 

above the oceanic crustal velocity of6*5 km/eec* ; ‘She lowest crustal 

velooi# j^asured was 6^62 ka/sec* in prefile 6. 3he rest were from - 

6*^2 te/#ee» to 7*03 under profile 17. The velocity in the layerabove 

the crust in Erofiles 4 and 5 increased from 5,44 ks/sec, under Profile 

4 to 5,66 in Prof lie 5- She velocity for this layer in Profile 17 was! 

5*48 kta/sec* On the other hand, the velocity for this layer in Profile 

6 was 4,75 km/aec* 
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Shis abrupt change In velocity between Profiles 5 and 6 is 

difficult to explain. The deer ease in velocity in the layers above the 

crust is also seen between Prof lies 20, 5.55 km/sec.and 29, 4,96 ktn/sec. 

whereboth profiles are on the island arc flanlc of the Puerto Pico trench 

and of th© two profiles, 29 is closest to the island arc. It Is possible 

that this change in velocity is sesashow related to the fracture zone 

indicated -from earthquake seismology as .a zone of major earthquakes,' which 

is well defined for thenumerous pacific Island Arcs and the Antilles 

Island Arc* fhis zone as determined by earthquakes > starts at the surface 

between the trench and’ the island arc and dips at an angle of approximately 

kp beneath;' the island arc.' Another,; and perhaps" more likely 'possibility is 

that this change in velocity represents a change in ths stratigraphy of the 

sedimentary and igneous material©. 

Profile 1$ was taken normal to the axis' of trench from the 

deepest part of the eastern extension of the -trench to a point near the 

3000 fathom bottom contour on the southern flank of the trench. Its 

purpose was to correlate the data, obtained on Profiles 42, 43 and 44 of 

the 1959 cruise , which are approximately parallel to the general trend 

of the trenail. (see Figure 1), m this area, the major discontinuity of 

around 8.0 km/sec. or higher was seen on only Profile 18 and Profile 44 

which is located almost at the bottom of the trench, bn Profiles 42 and 

43 the highest velocity obtained was 5*49 ka/sec, and 5«4T km/seo. 

respectively, The depth to the major discontinuity is seen to increase 

in Profile 18 fTcm 1*7*5 km to 22.1 km at the south end, with an increase 

in the total thickness of ths crust and the velocity layer above it of 

from 10.9 km to l4.6kmat the south end. fhe fact that neither the 

crust nor the major discontinuity was seen in Profiles 43 and 44 indicates 
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to too writer that to#*® la an extreme thickness of catena! between to© 

top of the 5.5 Sss/eoo* layes? down to the discontinuity giving further 

evidence that the axle of the crustal dmmwarp is beneath the southern 

or island arc flank of the topographic trench, the velocity “below the 

ns*jor discontinuity Is 8.0 Weeo. to Profile 44 and 3*30 to Profile 13* 

to© crustal velocity to Profile 18 is 6.73 km/eec. end to Profile 94, it 

is 3*33 lon/sso. ©is velocity, 5*5 Jaa/eeo. corresponds to the velocity 

for the layer «iust above the crust found to profiles north of the trench 

axis, fhto layer toe h velocity of 4,32 km/sec. on lTofIls l8 and la 

missing entirely on Profile 44. 

to the Puerto Bice ©ranch area, five profiles were taken to 

all during the 1959 and 1956 Cruises, tooy war© Profiles 48 and 

47 to the bottomof the trench and Profiles 20 and 29 on tbs southern 

flank of ike trench, (see Figure 1). profiles 48 and 47 are west of 

the series of Profiles 45, 20 and 29, which parallel the axis of toe 

trench. 

Profile 46 shows a depth to the malar discontinuity ofl6*8 km 

hi west end and 19,4 km at to® east end. ©1© thickness of to© wist 

increased from 6,8 km to 8,5 km at toe west end. As seen in Figure 1 

toe east end of toe profile is to toe deepest part of the trench and 

to© west end is a short distance up the northern flank, to profile 47 

toe deepest velocity obtained was the 5,95 km/sec* layer, toe sedtoentsry 

and ignacus layer above it increased in thickness to 3 ,8 km at the 

southern end* to toe east of profiles 48 end 47> profile 45 showed a 

depth to to© major discontinuity of 9*9 km at the west end and 18,3 km 

at toe east end of toe profile. toe crustal thickness to prills 49 

Changed from 2.2 km to 10*3 km at to® east end, 5!h© sedimentary and 



Igneous layer above the cruet is act seen of the wst end* tut has a 

thickness of 1,9 to at the east end* Shis apparent .decrease in. the 

eedlEentary-ignoous layer, and -the crustal layer and the rising of the ■ 

major discontinuity between profiles ty? and 46 is evidenced in the bottom 

topography m a decrease 'in trench depth between profiles 45 and 46 and 

aUbssowdnt narrowing of the .trench there, She velocity' below the major 

discontinuity in the deepest,parts of the trench is seen, to range frcaa 

7,90 to. f #95 to/bec* ffc© crustal Telocity is from 6,2k to 6,32 to/eee# 

Which is-a little lower than the average of - 6,5 toa/soo, -for the Atlantic* 

- Proceeding fresa profile % up the south flash to profile 20 the 

depth to the major discontinuity is seen to' increase to £2.2 to at the ■ ■ 

eastern end of profile 20* • She thickness of the cruet is seen'to decrease 

fro© profile 49# average thickness of 6*2 to# to an average thickness for 

profile 20 of 3.7 to* H&o thickness of the sedimentary to igneous layer 

is seen to ■increase from e mx-imst 1,9 to for -profile 45 to a maximum of 

10*lto for profile 20, £h© highest velocity seen in profile 29# which 

is the highest profile on -a© southern flank: is 7.03 to/eec* and is taken 

to represent the crust by .this writer* ■ Therefore no: values con be given 

fpr the depth of the major discontinuity or thickness of the crust on 

this profile. She sedimentary to igtams layer shows On average thickness 

of about 6,5 to* Which is a decrease in the average thickness of this 

layer from profile 20 to profile 29 of froa 10*9 km to 6*9 to* The above 

indicates that in this area also the oris of the crustal dtrenwarp is 

under the island arc flank of the trench with a largo thickness of material 

above it* 

She velocity of material beneath the major discontinuity?-: 
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shows an increase fromprofile to profile 20 of from. 7.90 Weec. to 

8.43 ian/eec, respectively. She crustal Telocity shows an increase in 

velocity from 6>2b km/sec* for profile 4*5 to 6*79 km/eec. for 20 to 7*03 

Jga/eec, for 29> as one proceeds up the southern flank. (Ehe velocity layers 

above the crust also show an increase, : 

C, Conclusion ■ 

ill of the seismic results obtained on the 1955 and, 1956 cruise 

indicate that there is, indeed, a crustal downwarp to a depth of about 20 

km of which the. trench is atopographic expression, and that its axis: is 

located, under the island arc flank and not under the trench axis * Evidence 

other than seismic can be given fox' this offset of the crustal ctownwarp 

to theIsland arc side ofthe trench,* From the gravity measurements of 
' /z 

Tening Meinesz (1948) there ie a large negative gravity anomaly associated 

with the trench > and a positive anomaly associated with the adjacent 

island arca.The axis of the negative anomaly is offset from the axis 

of the trench to beneath the flank of the trench toward the island arc, 

(see Figure 1},; • - 

Tenlng Mainesz interpreted this anomaly as representing a 

great plastic buckling of the crust which formed a large downbuckle of 

lighter material, int;o the more dense material 'beneath the crust. Hone 

of the 1955 or l95o seisnilc results, show the large crustal downbuokle 

necessary to £ive this result,- fhe maximum downwarp of the crust 

measured was to a depth of 22 km, Shis represents only an increase in 

depth of about 12 km over the normal oceanic depth of 10 km. Hoover, 
/ 

Ewing and ¥orzel (1954 ^demonstrated that, the large negative anomaly 
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could "be explained also "by a smaller thickness of lighter sedimentary 

4 
material near the ocean "bottom. Tram, this, Officer et al (1956) 

concluded that the large thickness of the lighter 5*5 km/sec. layer 

above the crust on the island arc flank might contribute appreciably 

to this negative anomaly* This layer of around 5*5 to 4*5 km/sec* ms 

found on the 1956 cruise also and ms evidenced by extremely large 

thicknesses, The maximum thickness me found tinder the island arc flank 

of the trench and me approximately 10 km under profile 20. It seems 

conclusive from these results that the large thickness of 4*5 to 5,5 km/i 

material contributes appreciably to the negative gravity anomaly. 

In general, the seismic results of 1955 and 1956 cruises shoe 

that, as one proceeds flrcaa the Atlantic Basin to the trench, there Is an 

increase in depth and layer thickness of the normal oceanic crustal 

structure vrith the addition of 5*5 km/sec. layer in the vicinity of 

profiles l and 2* Shis trend continues to a point beneath the Island 

arc flank, "where the depth of the crust begins to decrease to the depth 
4 

found beneath the island arc* She maximum thickness of material above 

the crust is found at that point* 

The results of the 1956 cruise shoe that the velocity of the 

material found under the ma^or discontinuity increases from 8.0 km/sec. 

to a maximum of 8*64 km/sec. beneath the trench as one approaches the 

trench, from the Atlantic Basin. This overall increase in velocity is 

also seen in the crust although there is Borne variation from profile to 

profile* The 8*64 ko/sec. velocity found in profile 5 Tea? the material 

belotr the crust is unusually large, but even discounting this velocity 

the rest of the 1956 profiles measure around 8.3 to 8.4 km/seo. in the 



trencharea. 

She velocities for the aaterlalhelov the crust, 7,9 laa/eeo. 

and the crustal velocity 6.3 ta/eec* neasured on the 1955 profiles 

in this area are almost identical with the average velocities found 

in the ocean basins of 8.O ta/sec. and 8*5 to/sec. respectively. $f 

anything, the 1955 results in the trench are lower than those found 

in oceanic layers, fhls inconsistency in velocity results between 

the 1955 end 1956 cruises is difficult to esplaia, unless the differences 

are due to incoasistanoles in interpreting the 1955 and 1956 profiles, 

or that the inoonsietancies are due to intrusions frea fcelov the crust 

of variable composition or in different stages of development. 
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